Capabilities
Vehicle and Asset Tracking
Keeping track of your people, vehicles and
assets is vital in today’s business environment.
The efficient use of these resources provides
major business benefits in all facets of the
enterprise.
AVL systems have traditionally
simply been used for their GPS location
functionality, however today’s systems offer so
many more benefits than just locating your
assets on a map. They are an effective tool that
will reduce costs, increase revenues through
improved productivity and efficiency. Greater
levels of customer service can be delivered,
along with the improvements in the security and
safety of your staff, vehicles and assets.
Systems are available in scalable formats to match
customer requirements. They provide features
such as:


Real time visibility on vehicle and driver
location for effective dispatching



Analysis of historical data for driver behavior



Route information



Proof of customer site visits



Productive vehicle usage



Two-way messaging between office and
vehicles



Job dispatch directly to vehicles.

Customers can access information via various
GUI options using a hosted web browser cloud
style service or local application.
A comprehensive suite of business and
operational reports can be generated on

demand or
requirements.
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Vehicle Telematics information can also be
monitored and reported as required to provide
important information about the fleet. The status
of key items such as ignition, doors and alarm
sensors can be reported automatically or on
demand.
Optional hardware can provide additional value
adds such as duress buttons or hidden switches
that can be activated during an emergency. RFID
tagging systems and mobile data terminals can
also be integrated to track assets associated to a
vehicle and manage job reporting.
AA Radio partners with key manufactures of
AVL, Tracking and Telematics technology in
order to meet customer requirements.
We provide full turnkey solutions combined with
service, installation and support which ensures
maximum business benefits throughout the
investment lifecycle.
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